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A THEOREM ON PRIME DIVISORS OF ZERO
AND CHARACTERIZATIONS OF UNMIXED

LOCAL DOMAINS

L. J. RATLIFF, JR.

Two characterizations of when the prime divisors of zero
in a complete local ring are all minimal are given. Then a
number of results which characterize an unmixed local domain
R of altitude two are proved. Among these are when certain
over-rings of R are finite i?-modules and when R is a subspace
of certain Macaulay over-rings. Finally, some characteriza-
tions of when an arbitrary local domain is unmixed are given.

1* Introduction* All rings in this article are assumed to be
commutative with identity, and the terminology is, in general, the
same as that in [6].

In this paper a number of characterizations of when a local
domain R is unmixed are proved. The main emphasis is on the case
when altitude R = 2 (§§3-5), but some characterizations for arbitrary
local domains are given in §6. (One reason why characterizations
of R being unmixed when altitude R = 2 are of value is that if
(L, N) is a local domain such that altitude L > 2, then certain
monadic transformations Q of L are altitude two local domains, and
if L is a subspace of such a Q, then L is unmixed if and only if Q
is unmixed (4.15). Another reason is that, in answer to a question
asked by M. Nagata in 1956 in [5, Problem 1], D. Ferrand and M.
Raynaud showed in 1970 in [2, Proposition 3.3] that there exist
quasi-unmixed local domains of altitude two which aren't unmixed.
This is considered somewhat more fully in §5.) A number of these
characterizations in altitude two are due to a more general theorem
concerning when the prime divisors of zero in a complete local ring
are all minimal, and others have to do with certain Macaulay over-
rings of R.

A brief summary of the results in this paper will now be given.
Throughout the remainder of this introduction (R, M) is a local
domain such that altitude R = 2.

The main result in §2 shows that if (L, JV) is a complete local
ring and altitude L *> 2, then every prime divisor of zero in L is
minimal and has depth > 1 if and only if there exist a regular
element b e N and n^l such that (bL){n) Q bL, where (bL){n) is the
intersection of the height one primary components of bnL (2.2).

In § 3, using (2.2), six characterizations of when R (altitude two)
is unmixed are given in (3.4) and (3.6). Among these are: (bR){n) Q
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bR, for some 0 Φ b e M and n ^ 1; and, there exist a system of parame-
ters 6, c in 22 and n ^ 1 such that bkR: cnR = (bR){k), for all k ^ 1.

Section 4 contains some characterizations of R being unmixed
in terms of R being a subspace of rings of the form AP, where b, c
is a system of parameters in R and P is a prime ideal in A = JB[6/C]

such that ikΓA £ P. Specifically, J? is unmixed if and only if R is a
subspace of one such ring which is Macaulay if and only if R is a
subspace of all such rings (4.9) and (4.10). Some further results on
when A is locally Macaulay or when A{M>h/c) is Macaulay are given
in (4.1), (4.5), (4.7), and (4.8).

Section 5 contains characterizations of R being unmixed or
quasi-unmixed in terms of R(ί) and R' (5.1). (5.2) contains some
supplemental information on the relationships between the rings R,
Ra), and R'.

In §6 a sufficient condition for a local ring L to be unmixed is
given in (6.1). Then, using (6.1), a number of characterizations of
when L is unmixed and of when L/p is unmixed, for all peSpec
L, are given in (6.3)-(6.9).

2* A theorem on prime divisors of zero* The main result in
this section gives two characterizations of when every prime divisor
of zero in a complete local ring is minimal and has depth >1 (2.2).
To prove (2.2) we need the following definition.

DEFINITION 2.1. Let b be a regular element in a Noetherian
ring A. Then (bA){n) = bnAsΠA, where S = A - U{peSpec A; p is
a height one prime divisor of bA}.

Thus, by the definition, (bA)in) is the isolated component of ΨA
determined by the minimal prime divisors of bnA.

In (2.2) we restrict attention to local rings of altitude ^2, since
if (R, M) is a local ring and altitude R = 1, then every prime divisor
of zero in R is minimal if and only if M contains regular elements,
and if altitude R — 0, then every prime divisor of zero in R is
minimal. I am indebted to S. McAdam for showing that (2.2.1) =»
(2.2.2) for all local rings (instead of just for complete local rings).

THEOREM 2.2. Let (Rf M) be a local ring such that altitude
R Ξ> 2, and consider the following statements:

(2.2.1) Each prime divisor z of zero in R is such that height
z = 0 and depth z > 1.

(2.2.2) There exists a regular element beM such that

(2 .2 .3) There exist a regular element beM and n^l such that
w £ bR.
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Then (2.2.3) => (2.2.2) <=> (2.2.1). Moreover, if R is complete, then
all three statements are equivalent.

Proof. It will be shown in (3.3.2) below that if {bR)[n) £ bR,
then (bR)(n+i) Q bi+1R, for all i ^ 0, so (2.2.3) => (2.2.2).

Assume that (2.2.2) holds, and let & be the set of height one
prime divisors of bR. Then (0) = ΓL {bR){n) = Π {(ΊU bnRp) Π R;
pe^} = Γi{(0)RpΓ\R;pe^}. Therefore, if z is a prime divisor
of (0) in R, then there exists pe^ such that zap, so height z — 0
and depth z > 1 (since altitude R ^ 2), so (2.2.1) holds.

(2.2.1) => (2.2.2) Let Ϊ7 = {q e Spec i2; there exists a prime
divisor z of zero such that zaq and height qjz — 1 < height q}.
Then, by hypothesis, C7 is a finite set (possibly empty) [4, Theorem
1] and MtU. Therefore let 5 be a regular element in M such that
b £ Ufa* Q e U} Let & be the set of height one prime divisors of
bR, and assume it is known that for each prime divisor z of (0),
there exists p e ^ such that zap. Then (0) = (by assumption)
Π {(0)Rp n R; pe^} = fl {Π b*Rp) ΠR;pe^} = ΓinWn). There-
fore it remains to show that each prime divisor of zero is contained
in some pe^.

For this, let z be a prime divisor of zero and consider R/z.
Then the Principal Ideal Theorem implies that M/z is the union of
{Q/z; zcQe Spec R and height Q/z = 1}. Therefore there exists
Q e Spec R such that (z, b)R Q Q and height Q/z = 1. By the choice
of 6, height Q = 1, so Q G ^ , and so (2.2.2) holds. In fact, it has
been shown that:

(2.2.4) For each regular element b e M, £\J{Q Qe U}y

Finally, assume that R is complete and that (2.2.1) holds. Let
U and b be as in the proof that (2.2.1) => (2.2.2), let P be a prime
divisor of bR, and let m be a positive integer. Then to show that
(2.2.3) holds it suffices to show that there exists k ^ 1 such that
(bR){k) £ P(m) = Pmi?p n R (since 622 has a primary decomposition and
primary ideals contain large symbolic powers of their prime divisor).

For this, it may clearly be assumed that height P > 1. Let
(S, N) be the completion of (RP, PRP). Then, since R is complete,
for each prime divisor z of (0) in RP, the completion {RPjzY of RP\z
is analytically unramified and unmixed [5, Proposition 4]. Therefore,
all prime divisors of (0) in S are minimal, for if w is a prime
divisor of zero in S, then w is a prime divisor of zS, sor some
prime divisor z of (0) in RP, so height w = 0 (since S/zS = (RPlz)*
is analytically unramified). Suppose there exists a prime divisor
z' of (0) in R such that z' aP and height P/s' = 1. Then height
P = 1, since b£\J {q qe U}; contradiction. Therefore every prime
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divisor of (0) in RP has depth > 1 , so every prime divisor of
(0) in S has depth > 1 (since the {Rpjz)* are unmixed). Thus S
satisfies the conditions on R in (2.2.1). Now, if it can be shown
that b ί U {qf; q' e U'}, where IT = {q' e Spec S; there exists a prime
divisor w of zero in S such that wczq' and height q'/w = 1 < height
q'}, then fl W ° = (0) (by (2.2.4) applied to S). It then follows
that, given m ̂  1, there exists & such that (bSYk)QNm [6, (30.1)].
So, since height one prime divisors of bS contract to height one
prime divisors of bRP, (bRPY

k) £(bSYk) f]RPQNmf]RP = PmRP, hence
(bRYk) g P ( m ) . Thus it remains to show that b g \J {qf; q' e IT}.

For this, suppose be{J {qr; q' e U'} and let pe Uf such that be p.
Then there exists a (minimal) prime divisor w of (0) in S such that
(w, b)SQp and height p/w = 1 < height p. Since height p/w = 1,
p is a prime divisor of 6S (by [17, Lemma 1, p. 394] applied to Sp),
so g = p Π -Rp is a prime divisor of 6JSP, by [6, (18.11)]. Since height
p > 1, there exists another prime divisor w' of (0) in S such that
w' dp and depth w' > depth w (since S, being complete, is catenary).
Therefore z' — w' ^ RP Φ w f] RP — z (since S/zS is unmixed). Thus
zf and z are contained in q and depth 2' = depth w' > depth w =
depth z, so height q > 1 (since iϋP is catenary, (since iϋ is catenary)).
Also, height p/zS = 1 and 6 + 2S 6 p/zS, so height ((p/sS) ΓΊ (JBP/«)) = 1,
hence height q/z = 1. Therefore height (g fΊ i2)/(» Πδ) = l and
height q Γϊ B > If sobeq f] Rz U; contradiction. Therefore b $ \J {q'\
q' e U'}, so (2.2.3) holds.

REMARK 2.3. The proof that (2.2.1) => (2.2.3) shows that for
each regular element δeJIί such that b&\J {q q e U], there exists
n^l such that {bR){n) £ bR (assuming that R is complete).

It should be noted that if altitude R — 2 in (2.2), then the proof
that (2.2.1) => (2.2.3) follows immediately from [6, (30.1)] (and the fact
that (2.2.1) => (2.2.2)), since then S = B (with S as in the proof that
(2.2.1) => (2.2.3)). It should also be mentioned that a somewhat dif-
ferent proof that (2.2.2) => (2.2.1) in an arbitrary Noetherian ring such
that each maximal ideal has height > 1 is given in [15, Lemma 4.111.

COROLLARY 2.4. Let (R, M) be a quasi-unmixed local domain
such that altitude R ^ 2, and let j?* be the completion of R. Then
the following statements are equivalent:

(2.4.1) R is unmixed.
(2.4.2) There exists QΦbeM such that fin (bR*Yn) = (0).
(2.4.3) F o r e a c h 0 Φ b e M, t h e r e e x i s t s n ^ l s u c h t h a t

Proof. If (2.4.1) holds, then, since the set U (for #*) of the
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proof that (2.2.1) => (2.2.3) is empty, (2.4.3) holds by (2.3).
(2.4.3) =- (2.4.2), by (3.3.2) below.
If (2.4.2) holds, then the prime divisors of zero in J5* are all

minimal (2.2), so, since R is quasi-unmixed (by hypothesis), (2.4.1)
holds.

It will be shown in (3.4) that a much nicer result than (2.4)
holds when altitude R = 2.

3* Some characterizations of unmixed local domains of alti-
tude two* It will be shown in this section that (2.2) can be used
to give a number of characterizations of an unmixed local domain
of altitude two. In fact, six such characterizations are given in
(3.4) and (3.6).

Most of the results in this section can be extended to altitude
two local rings (with nonzero divisors of zero), but we shall restrict
attention to the domain case. On the other hand, only a small part
of the results extend to local domains of altitude > 2.

To prove (3.4) and (3.6) we need the following definitions.

DEFINITIONS 3.1. Let A be a Noetherian domain, and let b be
a nonzero element in A.

(3.1.1) A(1) — Π {Ap', p is a height one prime ideal in A}.
(3.1.2) ^-(bA) = A[l/b] n A(1).
(3.1.3) An ideal / in A is pure height one in case every prime

divisor of I has height one.
Quite a few results concerning one or another of these concepts

are given in [3, §§5.10 and 5.11], [9, §5], [10, pp. 218-219], and
[15, Chapter 2] (among other possible references). The following
remark lists the known facts which are needed for the remainder
of this paper.

REMARK 3.2. Let b a nonzero non-unit in a Noetherian domain.
Then the following statements hold:

3.2.1. [10, Corollary 2.19(1)]. There exists a one-to-one cor-
respondence between the height one prime ideals p in A and the
height one prime ideals q in Aa): p and q correspond if and only if
A — Λa)

J±P — j±g .

3.2.2. [3, (5.10.17) (1)]. Each proper nonzero principal ideal in
A(1) is pure height one.

3.2.3. [9, Lemma 5.15(3)] and [15, Lemma 2.11(3)]. ^~(bA) is
the set of elements which, for all large fc, can be written in the
form c/bk with ce(bAyk).

3.2.4. [9, Lemma 5.15(4)] and [15, Lemma 2.17(1)]. bkjr(bA) n
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A = {bAYk\ for all k ^ 1.
3.2.5. [9, Lemma 5.15(10)]. ^(bA) is a finite A-algebra if and

only if bn^~(bA)QA, for some n ^ 1.
3.2.6. [9, Lemma 5.15(4)] and [15, Lemma 2.11(5)]. b^~(bA) is

pure height one.
The following lemma will serve to shorten the proofs of 3.4 and

3.6.

LEMMA 3.3. Let b be a regular nonunίt in a Noetherian ring
A. Then the following statements hold:

3.3.1. (bA){n): b'A = (bA)^, for all n^i^O.
3.3.2. If(Aby%)QbA, for some n^l, then (bA){m) = bm-n+ι(bA){n-l),

for all m ^ n.

Proof. 3.3.1. (bA){n): b*A and (bA)in~i} are pure height one, they
have the same height one prime divisors as bA, and ((bAYn): biA)Ap —
b*~Άp = ((bAyn~i])Ap, for each height one prime divisor p of bA,
hence they are equal.

3.3.2. Let m ^ n, so (6A)ίm) = (δA)(w) f]bA = b((bAYm): bA) =
3.3.1 6(δA)(m~υ, so the conclusion follows by induction on m — n.

The first main result in this section gives four characterizations
of an unmixed local domain of altitude two. Of these, it is already
known that 3.4.1 >̂ 3.4.5, by [9, Theorem 3.5] (which is a sharpened
version of [3, 7.2.5]).

THEOREM 3.4. The following statements are equivalent for a
local domain (R, M) such that altitude R = 2:

3.4.1. R is unmixed.
3.4.2. (612)(n+<) = b%bRYn\ for each 0 Φ beM, for some n

depending on b, and for all i ^ 0.
3.4.3. (bRYn) Q bR, for some O ^ δ e i l ί and for some n.
3.4.4. J?~(bR) is a finite R-algebra, for some 0 Φ b e M.
3.4.5. R{1) is a finite R-algebra.

Proof. Assume that 3.4.1 holds and let 0 Φ beM. Then, with
.β* the completion of R, the set {#eSpec i?*; there exists a prime
divisor z of zero such that zaq and height q/z = 1 < height q} is
empty. Thus there exists n (depending on b) such that (6JS*)(W) C bR*
2.3. Therefore (bR)™ £(6ϋ2*)(w) n RQbR* n R = bR, so 3.4.2 holds
by 3.3.2.

It is clear that 3.4.2 => 3.4.3.
Assume that 3.4.3 holds and let xe^{bR). Then, by 3.2.3,

x = c/bk, for some ce(bRYk), and it may be assumed that k^n.
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Therefore c e bk^~{bR) Γ) R = 3.2.4 (bB){k) £ (bR){n) £ bR, so c = ej>,
for some cλ e R. Thus x — cjbk~\ so it follows that x = c'/b*'1, for
some c' e R. Therefore bn~l^~(bR) £ R, hence ^~(bR) is a finite i2-
algebra, and so 3.4.4 holds.

R[l/b] = Π {R[l/b]9; (0)^peSpec i2[l/6]} - Γl {#«; 6 ί ? eSpec R),
since altitude i2[l/6] = 1, so it follows from the definitions that
jr~(bR) = R{ί). Therefore 3.4.4 => 3.4.5.

Finally, assume that 3.4.5 holds. Then R{1) is Noetherian and
B{ί) £ R' = the integral closure of R, hence altitude B{1) = altitude
R = 2. Also, each nonzero proper principal ideal is pure height
one 3.2.2, and height one prime ideals in Ra) contract to height
one prime ideals in R 3.2.1. Therefore Ra) is Macaulay and height
M = 2, for each maximal ideal M' in Ba) (by 3.2.1 and since
maximal ideals in B{1) lie over maximal ideals in R, by integral
dependence). Thus R{1) is an unmixed semi-local domain and is a
finite iϋ-algebra, so R is unmixed (since the completions of R{1) and
R have the same total quotient ring).

For future reference we note the following fact which was
proved in showing 3.4.4 ==> 3.4.5.

REMARK 3.5. With the notation of 3.4, R{1) = ^"(bR), for each
O^beM.

With (R, M) as in 3.4, let 6, c be a system of parameters in R.
Then, for some n^l, bR: cnR = (bR){ί). (Choose n such that either
cn is in an M-primary component of bR, or n = 1 if bR: M— bR.) Now,
for all k ^ 1, 6fe, c is also a system of parameters. Thus for some
n(k) we have bkR: cn{k)R = (6*J2)(1) = (6i2)(fc). Here w(fc) depends on k.
In the following theorem it is shown that R is unmixed if and only
if n(k) can be chosen independent of k.

THEOREM 3.6. Let (R, M) be as in 3.4. Then the following
statements are equivalent:

3.6.1. R is unmixed.
3.6.2. For each system of parameters 6, c in R, bkR: cnB = (bB){k)

f

for all k ^ 1 and for all large n.
3.6.3. There exist a system of parameters b, c in B and n ^ 1

such that bkB: cnB = {bB){k\ for all large k.

Proof. Assume that 3.6.1 holds and let 6, c be a system of
parameters in R. Then there exists h ^ 1 such that (bRyk) =
bk-h(bRYh), for all k ^ h 3.4. If M isn't a prime divisor of bR, then
clearly 3.6.2 holds, so assume that M is a prime divisor of bR. For
i = 1, •••, Λ + 1, let Qi be a Λf-primary component of b*R, and let
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n such that cn e nί+1Q*. Then 6\β: cnR = (6i2)(ί), for i = 1, , h,
and bh+1R: cnR = (6JB)(*+1) - b(bR){h) S 65. Therefore 6Λ+ίi2: c*R =
(6*+ίi2: c*22) n 6i2 - δ(δ*+ίi2: c%δί2) = b{bh^~ιR\ cnR) = (by induction)

= (bR){h+i\ 3.6.2 clearly follows from this.

It is clear that 3.6.2 => 3.6.3.

Finally, assume that 3.6.3 holds. Now there exists r ^ 0 such
that br+ίR: cnR = ¥{brR: cnR)f for all i ^ 0 [6, Ex. 3, p. 12]. There-
fore, for i large, (bR){r+ί) = δr+ίJ?: cnR £ 6^, so

(&i2)(? + 1 ) = 3.3.1 (bRYr+i): V~lR £ b*R: ¥~ιR = bR ,

hence 3.6.1 holds by 3.4.

4* Macaulay over-rings of an altitude two local domain* In
this section we first give some necessary and sufficient conditions
for A = R[b/c] to be locally Macaulay and for A{M)b/c) to be Macaulay
where 6, c is a system of parameters in an altitude two local domain
(R, M) 4.1, 4.5, 4.7, and 4.8. Then we use these results to charact-
erize when R is unmixed in 4.10-4.14. Finally, we show in 4.15 that
such characterizations can be used to obtain information on when
local domains of altitude >2 are unmixed.

We begin with the following result.

PROPOSITION 4.1. Let 6, c be a system of parameters in a local
domain (R, M) such that altitude R = 2. Then A — R[b/c] is locally
Macaulay if and only if cA is MA-primary.

Proof. MA is a height one depth one prime ideal [9, Lemma
4.3], so MA is a prime divisor of cA. Assume cA isn't MA-primary,
and let p Φ MA be a prime divisor of cA. Then (6, c)R Q p Π R, so
p Π R = M, and so MA Q p, hence p is an imbedded prime divisor
of cA.

Now, if A is locally Macaulay, then, in particular, AN is Macaulay,
for all prime ideals N in A such that MA c N. Therefore N isn't
a prime divisor of cA, so cA is ilfA-primary (by the preceding
paragraph).

Conversely, if cA is ikfA-primary, then, for each height two
maximal ideal N in A, MA c N and cAN is ikΓA^-primary, so AN is
Macaulay. It readily follows from this that A is locally Macaulay,
since altitude A = 2.

The following remark gives some information related to 4.1.
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REMARK 4.2. Let the notation be as in 4.1, and let x = b/c.
Then the following statements hold:

4.2.1. Rad cA = MA, even if A isn't locally Macaulay.
4.2.2. AN is Macaulay, for all but a finite number of maximal

ideals N in A.
4.2.3. A(M,X)A is Macaulay if and only if xA is pure height one.

Proof. 4.2.1 was proved in the first paragraph of the proof of
4.1.

4.2.2. If AN isn't Macaulay, then height N = 2 (so MA c N)
and iVAtf is a prime divisor of the nonzero principal ideals contained
in NAN9 hence N is a prime divisor of cA. The conclusion follows,
since cA has only finitely many prime divisors.

4.2.3. A/xA = B/(xA Γi i2) is a local ring, so every prime divisor
of xA is contained in N = (Af, x)A. Also, A^ is Macaulay if and only
if xAN is pure height one, so AN is Macaulay if and only if xA is
pure height one.

To derive some further information on when A{Mjh/6) is Macaulay,
the following definitions and lemma are needed.

DEFINITION 4.3. Let I be an ideal in a Noetherian domain A,
and let be I. Then 6 is superficial for I in case In+1: bA = In, for
all large n. b is strongly superficial for / in case In+1: bA = In, for
all n^l.

By [6, 3.12], this definition of superficial element is equivalent
to the usual definition (see [6, p. 72] or [17, p. 285]).

Strongly superficial elements were defined and studied in [16].
The following lemma will be useful in what follows. I am

indebted to the referee for suggesting 4.4.2 and for simplifying my
original proofs of 4.5 and 4.7.

LEMMA 4.4. Let 6, c be nonunits in a Noetherian domain A.
Then the following statements hold:

4.4.1. b is superficial (respectively, strongly superficial) for
(6, c)A if and only if cn+1A: bA £ (6, c)nA, for all large n (respec-
tively, for all n ^ 1).

4.4.2. b is superficial (respectively, strongly superficial) for
(6, c)A if and only if 6(6, c)nA: cn+1A = bA: cn+ιA, for all large n
(respectively, for all n ^ 1).

Proof. (6, cY+1A: bA - (c*+1, 6(6, cY)A: bA = (cn+1A: bA, (6, cY)A.
Both conclusions in 4.4.1 readily follow from this.
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To prove 4.4.2, fix n ^ 1. Then it suffices to show that
(6, c)n+1A: bA = (6, cfA if and only if 6(6, e)nA: cn+1A = bA: cn+ιA, and
the proof of this is straightforward.

PROPOSITION 4.5. Let the notation be as in 4.1. Then 6 is
superficial for (6, c)R if and only if D — A{M,b/c) is Macaulay.

Proof. Let x = b/c, and let In = 6(6, c)nR: cn+1R, so In Q In+1 and
a straightforward computation shows that xA Π R = /w, for all large
w. Now, 6 is superficial for (6, c)A if and only if In — 6A: ow+1A,
for all large n 4.4.2, if and only if In = (6i2)(1), for all large n, if
and only if In is pure height one, for all large n, if and only if
xAf]R is pure height one if and only if xA is pure height one
(since A/xA = R/(xA Π .#)) if and only if D is Macaulay.

It is known that if R/M is infinite, then there exists a super-
ficial element, say d, for (6, c)R [17, Remark 2, p. 287]. Then it is
easily seen that d g (6, c)M, so either (6, c)R = (cf, 6)i2 or (6, c)i2 =
(d, c)R, hence either R[d/b]{M,d/b) or iϊ[cί/c](ilf,d/c) is Macaulay, by 4.5.

Also, it is known [7, Corollary 2.2 and Lemma 2.1] that if R is
Macaulay and 6, c is a system of parameters in R, then D — R[b/c]{M)b/c)

is Macaulay and K = Ker (R[X] — R[b/c]) - (cX - b)B[X\. It will be
seen in 4.7 that a weaker condition than being a 22-sequence implies
that D is Macaulay and K has a similar set of generators, even if
R is not Macaulay. For this we need the following definition.

DEFINITION 4.6. Let 6, c be nonzero elements in an integral
domain A. Then K — Ker (i?[X] —> R[b/c]) has a linear base in case
if is generated by {eX — d be = cώ}.

A number of results on linear bases are given in [11].

PROPOSITION 4.7. With the notation of 4.1, if bR: cR =
then 6 is strongly superficial for (6, e)i? crocZ if has a linear base.
Therefore R[b/c]{Mb/c) is Macaulay.

Proof. If bR: cR = (6i2)(1), then clearly bR: cR = 6i2: cnR, for all
n ^ 1, so K has a linear base [11, Corollary 7], To see that 6 is
strongly superficial for (6, c)R, let r e cn+1R: bR, so rb — cn+1s, for some
sβR. Then s e bR: cn+1R = bR: cR, so there exists t e R such that
rb-scn+1~tbcn. Therefore r ecnRQ(b, c)nR, hence 6 is strongly super-
ficial for (6, c)R 4.4.1. The last statement follows from this and 4.5.

It can be shown that the following statements are equivalent:
(i) 6 is strongly superficial for (6, c)R and K has a linear base; (ii) 6
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is superficial for (δ, c)R and K has a linear base; (iii) c2R: bR =
c(cR: bR); and, (iv) bR: cR = (6i2)(1). (The proof is fairly straight-
forward (using 4.7), so will be omitted.)

One further result on Macaulay over-rings of R will be given.
Namely, we will characterize when R[b/c] and R[c/b] are simultane-
ously locally Macaulay. For this, recall that if I is an ideal in a
ring A, then the Rees ring & = &(Ay I) of A with respect to I is
the graded subring & — A[tl, u] of A[t, u], where t is an indeter-
minate and u = 1/t.

PROPOSITION 4.8. With the notation of 4.1, the following state-
ments are equivalent:

4.8.1. u&(R, (b, c)R) has no height two prime divisors.
4.8.2. For each 0 Φ d e (6, c)R, R[b/d, c/d] is locally Macaulay.
4.8.3. R[bjc\ and R[c/b] are locally Macaulay.

Proof. Assume that 4.8.1 holds and let 0 Φ d e (b, c)R. Let
A = R[b/d, eld), and let S? = A[td, 1/td], so S* = &[l/td], where
& = &{R, (b, c)R). Also, S? is a quotient ring of a transcendental
extension ring of A, and dS^ = uS< Let P be a prime ideal in A.
If height P = 1, then clearly AP is Macaulay, so assume that height
P = 2 (note that altitude A ^ 2). Then Λf - P Γϊ i2, so (2 6 P. Let
p* = pes n ̂ . Then height P* - 2 and u e P*, so P* isn't a prime
divisor of u& (by hypothesis), and so P*Sf isn't a prime divisor
of w ^ = d^ whence P isn't a prime divisor of ώA, and hence AP

is Macaulay.
It is clear that 4.8.2 => 4.8.3.
Finally, assume that 4.8.3 holds, and suppose that Q is a height

two prime divisor of u&. Then either tb or tc isn't in Q, for other-
wise b = ̂ 6̂ and c = u£c are in Q so Q Π i2 is M-primary (since height
(6, c)22 = 2), hence (%, M, tb, tc)&SiQ, and so height Q = 3 [9, Remark
3.7]. Say ίc g Q. Then P = Q^[l/tc]f]R[b/c] is a height two prime
ideal which is a prime divisor of cR[b/c] (much as in the first
paragraph of this proof), so R[b/c]P isn't Macaulay; contradiction.
Therefore u& has no height two prime divisors, so 4.8.1 holds.

We now return to the consideration of unmixed local domains.

PROPOSITION 4.9. Let (R, M) be an unmixed local domain such
that altitude R = 2, and let b, c be a system of parameters in R.
Then, for each prime ideal P in A = R[b/c] such that MA Q P, R
is a subspace of AP.

Proof. This is a special case of [9, 4.1(2)].
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Using 4.9 and the preceding results on Macaulay over-rings of
R, we can now prove a number of characterizations of when R is
unmixed.

COROLLARY 4.10. With the notation of 4.1, let P be a prime
ideal in A such that MA £ P and AP is Macaulay. Then R is a
subspace of AP if and olny if R is unmixed.

Proof. If R is a subspace of AP, then R is unmixed by [9,
Lemma 4.5(2)]. The converse follows from 4.9.

COROLLARY 4.11. With the notation of 4.1, assume that cA is
MA-primary. Then there exists a prime ideal P in A such that
MA £ P and R is a subspace of AP if and only if R is unmixed.

Proof. A is locally Macaulay 4.1, so the conclusion follows from
4.10.

COROLLARY 4.12. With the notation of 4.1, assume that b is
superficial for (&, c)R. Then R is unmixed if and only if R is a
subspace of D = A(M>b/c).

Proof. By 4.5, D is Macaulay, so the conclusion follows from
4.10.

COROLLARY 4.13. With the notation of 4.1, assume that
bA: cA — (bA){1). Then R is unmixed if and only if R is a subspace
of D = A(Mth/e).

Proof. By 4.7, b is superficial for (6, c)R, so the conclusion
follows from 4.12.

COROLLARY 4.14. With the notation of 4.1, assume that
u&(R, {by c)R) has no height two prime divisors. Then R is un-
mixed if and only if there exist d e (δ, c)R and a prime ideal P in
B = R[b/df c/d] such that MB £ P and R is a subspace of BP.

Proof. B is locally Macaulay 4.8, so the conclusion follows from
4.10.

This section will be closed with the following remark which
shows how the above results can be used to obtain information on
when local domains of altitude >2 are unmixed.

REMARK 4.15. Let (L, N) be a local domain such that altitude
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It = n + 1 > 2, and let x,yιy , yn be a system of parameters in
L. Let B = Lltfx/α, , yjx], and let P = (MB, yJx)B. Then
(jβ, ilί) = (BP, PBP) is a local domain of altitude two [9, Lemma 4.3].
Now, if L is a subspace of R, then L is unmixed if and only if R is
unmixed [9, Lemma 4.5(2)]. Therefore, assuming that L is a subspace
of R, L is unmixed if and only if L is a subspace of some Macaulay
local domain of the form AP, where b, c-is a system of parameters
in R and P is a prime ideal in A = J2[6/c] such that ΛfA £ P.

Proof. This follows from [9, Lemma 4.5(2)] and 4.10.

Also, in 4.15 and assuming that L is a subspace of R, L is un-
mixed if and only if R{1) is a finite j?-algebra, by [9, Lemma 4.5(2)]
and 3.4.

5* Relationships between R, R{1), and R\ In this section we
consider what containment relationships are possible between R, iϋ(1),
and R', and what these imply concerning quasi-unmixedness, where
R is a local domain of altitude two and R' is the integral closure of
R. 5.1 gives the main results, and 5.2 gives some supplemental
information and some examples. Much of these two results is a
compilation of known results.

THEOREM 5.1. Let (R, M) be a local domain such that altitude
R = 2, and let R' be the integral closure of R. Let & — {p e Spec
R,; height p — 1}, so Ra) — Π {RP\ P ^ ^ } . Then the following state-
ments hold:

5.1.1. E(1) z> R' if and only if Rp is integrally closed^ for all
p e &*, and there exists a height one maximal ideal in R'.

5.1.2. R{1) = R' if and only if Rp is integrally closed, for all
p e &, and R is quasi-unmixed.

5.1.3. i?(1) Q R' if and only if R is quasi-unmixed.
5.1.4. iϋ(1) is a finite R-algebra if and only if R is unmixed.
5.1.5. RU) — R if and only if R is Macaulay.

Proof. Let &*' = {p'eSpeci?'; height p1 = 1}.

5.1.1. R' £ R(1) if and only if R £ P9, for all p e ^ , if and only
if Rp — R[B-P) is integrally closed, for all pe^9 if and only if (by
integral dependence) RU) = Π {R'P>\ V' e ^ " } , where &" = {p' e ^'\ p'
isn't maximal}. Also, there exists a height one maximal ideal in R'
if and only if ^ " c ^ ' if and only if R' = [6, (2. b), p. 116] Π
{#;,; p' e ^ ' } c f l {R'p,; p' e&"}. 5.1.1 readily follows from this.

5.1.2. By 5.1.1, R' = i?(1) if and only if Rp is integrally closed,
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for all p G ^ , and there does not exist a height one maximal ideal
in R'. 5.1.2 follows from this and the fact that there does not exist
a height one maximal ideal in Rf if and only if R is quasi-unmixed,
by [8, Corollary 3.4(i)].

5.1.3. R is quasi-unmixed if and only if there does not exist a
height one maximal ideal in R' [8, Corollary 3.4(i)] if and only if,
for each p'e^', p'Γ\Re^ if and only if R(1) = (by the Lying
Over Theorem) n {RP^R\ v' e &'} Q Π {R'P>\ V* e ̂ ' } = R'.

5.1.4. is given by 3.4.
5.1.5. R is Macaulay if and only if, for each 0 Φ beM, bR is

pure height one if and only if R = R{1) [10, Theorem 2.17].

REMARK 5.2. With the notation of 5.1 the following statements
hold:

5.2.1. R{l)aRr if and only if R is quasi-unmixed and Rp isn't
integrally closed, for some pe^.

5.2.2. R is quasi-unmixed if and only if height M' = 2, for all
maximal ideals M' in R'.

5.2.3. If R' = R, then R is Macaulay and R = Ra).
5.2.4. If R{1) is a finite 22-algebra (so R{1) £ Rr), then either

R[l) = R or the conductor R: R{1) of R in R{ί) is Jf-primary.
5.2.5. If R' is a finite Jf2(1)-algebra, then either R{1) = Rf or height

12(1):i2' - 1.
5.2.6. If R is as in [2, Proposition 3.3], then i2(1) = i2' and R{1)

isn't a finite i2-algebra. (Therefore R is quasi-unmixed and isn't
unmixed.)

5.2.7. If R is as in [6, Example 2, pp. 203-205] in the case
m = 0, then i?(1) =) i2'.

5.2.8. If & is a field and i? = AP, where

A - fe[X2 - X, X3 - X\ Y, XY]

and P = (X2 - X, X3 - X2, Γ, 1 7 ) 4 , then R{1) = R'z)R and JS(1) is a
finite iϋ-algebra.

5.2.9. There exists x eR' such that J?(1) S JB'[l/a?] = (say) D', Df

is the integral closure of D = R[x, 1/x], D is a local domain, Z)(1) is
a finite iϋ(1)-algebra, and the maximal ideals in Df are the ideals
M'D', where M' is a height two maximal ideal in R\

5.2.10. R{1) is Noetherian and is the smallest Macaulay domain
D such that: R £ D, the integral closure Df of D is R'[l/x], for
some a? 6 R', and all maximal ideals in D have height two.

Proof. 5.2.1 is clear by 5.1.2 and 5.1.3.
5.2.2 follows from [8, Proposition 3.5].
5.2.3 holds, since an integrally closed local domain of altitude
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two is Macaulay.
5.2.4. Assume (0) Φ R: JB(1) Φ R, and let 0 Φ b e M. Then

^(bR) = (3.5)i2(1) is a finite i2-algebra, so bn^(bR) Q R, for some
n ^ 1 3.2.5. Therefore, since M is finitely generated, MkRa) S R,
for some k ^ 1, so Mk C i2: JK{1) ^ i2, hence 22: i2(1) is M-primary.

5.2.5. If (0) ΦR{1):R' ΦR', then i2 ( 1 )ci2', so there exists a
height one prime ideal p in 22 such that R' £RP, hence p* = pRpf]R{1)

is a height one prime ideal such that Rf §£ Rp\\ Therefore

(0) ΦRl):R' £ p * ,

hence height R{l):R' = 1.
5.2.6 and 5.2.7 are given in the cited references. (The parentheti-

cal statement in 5.2.6 follows from 5.1.3 and 5.1.4.)
5.2.8. The integral closure of R is Rf = k[X, F]<x,r>n<x-i,r> which

is a regular domain with two maximal ideals, altitude R = altitude
Rr = 2, and Rf = i2[X] is a finite i?-algebra. Also, it is readily seen
that, for each height one prime ideal p in R, either X or 1/X is in
Bpf and so in either case XeRp (since XeR' and l/XeRp imply
Xeίϋp). Therefore i2(1) 2 i2'. Also, R is quasi-unmixed, since R is
a locality over a field, so i2(1) = R' is a finite i2-algebra 5.1.2.

5.2.9. If Rf has no height one maximal ideals, then R{1) £ iϋ',
by 5.1.3 and 5.2.2, so let x — 1. If jβ' has height one maximal ideals,
then, since Rr has only finitely many maximal ideals, let x in all
height one maximal ideals in R' such that x — 1 is in all height two
maximal ideals. Then R'[l/x] is the integral closure of D = R[x, 1/x]
and D is a local domain of altitude two (since JS[#] has exactly two
maximal ideals, say N and N'9 height N = 1, height i\Γ = 2, # e JV,
and x g AT). Let C = i2 + (N Π JV')» so i2 £ C £ J2[α?]. Also, C is a
local domain which is a finite iϋ-algebra, so C(1) if a finite i2(1)-algebra
(since height one prime ideals in C contract to height one prime
ideals in R and, if deR:C, then d eR{1): C(1)). Finally, Da) = C(1)

[13, 4.2], and the maximal ideals in D' are as described.
5.2.10. R{1) is Noetherian (by [2, Corollary 1.4]), every maximal

ideal in the integral closure R'[l/x] of R{1) has height two (by 5.2.9)
(so every maximal ideal in R{1) has height two), and bR{l) is pure
height one, for all nonzero nonunits beRa) [3, 5.10.17(i)], so R{1) is
Macaulay. Now let D be a Macaulay domain such that R Q D Q D' =
i2'[l/x], for some xeR', and such that all maximal ideals in D have
height two. Let p be a height one prime ideal in D. Then there
exists a height one prime ideal p" in U = i2'[l/x] such that p" Π -D = p
and p" isn't maximal. Therefore pf = p" Π Rr is a height one non-
maximal prime ideal, so q = p' f) R is a height one prime ideal.
Therefore Rq C £),,, hence ^ ( 1 ) £ D{1) = i).
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In particular, by 5.2.10 and 5.1.3, if 22 is quasi-unmixed, then
22(1) is the smallest Macaulay domain D such that 22 £ D Q 22'.

6* Some characterizations of arbitrary unmixed local domains*
In this Section 6.1 gives a sufficient condition for a semi-local ring
to be unmixed. Then 6.3-6.9 give some characterizations of unmixed
local domains.

THEOREM 6.1. Let R be a semi-local ring, and assume there
exists a regular element b in the Jacobson radical of R such that
R/bR is unmixed. Then R is unmixed.

Proof. Let & be the set of prime divisors of 622*, where 22*
is the completion of 22. Then, by hypothesis, each pe*0* is such
that depth p = depth 622* = altitude 2 2 - 1 . Also, 622* = f| {δ22£ Π 22*;
j ) e ^ } 2 f | {(0)22* Π 22*; p e ^} = (say) N. Then N: bR = N, since
6 is a regular element in 22*, so N = (0) [6, 4.3]. Therefore it follows
that if z is a prime divisor of (0) in 22*, then there exists pe^
such that zap. Then depth z j> depth p + 1 = altitude 22, so 22 is
unmixed.

It is an open problem whether every quasi-unmixed local UFD
R is unmixed. (Note that if either 22 is Macaulay or the completion
of 22 is a UFDj then 22 is unmixed, but it is known that there
exist local UFD's which aren't Macaulay and whose completions
aren't UFD's.) Using 6.1, the following remark shows that if one
such ring isn't unmixed, then many other examples (besides the one
given in [1, Proposition 3.3]) of quasi-unmixed and not unmixed
local domains exist.

REMARK 6.2. Let 22 be a local domain such that altitude
R = a 2> 3, 22 is quasi-unmixed, and 22 is a UFD. If 22 isn't unmixed,
then, for all height one prime ideals πR in 22, 22/ττ22 is a local
domain, altitude 22/ττ22 = a — 1, R/πR is quasi-unmixed [6, 34.5],
and 22/π22 isn't unmixed 6.1.

It has recently been shown that if 22 is an unmixed local domain,
then, for all but finitely many height one prime ideals p in 22, Rjp
is unmixed [1, 5.9] or [12, Remark 3.2(2)] together with [6, 18.11].
Using this, we have the following result which is related to 6.1.

THEOREM 6.3. Let (22, M) be a local domain, not a field. Then
R is unmixed if and only if there exists O ^ δ e M such that
is a finite R-algebra and ^~\b^~ is unmixed.
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Proof. If R is unmixed, then R{1) is a finite iϋ-algebra [9,
Lemma 5.11], so, for all 0 Φ b e M, ^(bR) is a finite .β-algebra. Also,
there exists a finite (possibly empty) set & of height one prime
ideals pf in iϋ such that R/p' isn't unmixed [1, 5.9] or [12,
Remark 3.2(2)] together with [6, 18.11]. Let OφbeM such that
b ί U {p'; 2>' e ̂ } (Since i2 isn't a field, such 6 exist.) Then jT~ =
^(bR) is a finite iϊ-algebra, bj?~ is pure height one 3.2.6, and there
exists a one-to-one correspondence between the prime divisors q of
bJ7~ and the height one prime divisors p of δlϋ such that Rp = ̂ "q

3.2.1. Therefore, for each prime divisor q of b^ (and with p = qf)R),
^"\q is unmixed (since R/p is and ̂ ~/q is a finite ίί/p-algebra with
the same integral closure). Also, depth q = altitude iϋ — 1, since R
is catenary [6, 34.6] and height p — 1. Therefore ^/b^ is un-
mixed, since a semi-local ring j ^ ~ is mixed if and only if ^~\z is
unmixed and depth z — altitude ^ 7 for all prime divisors z of zero
in ^

Conversely, S" = ̂ ~(bR) is unmixed 6.1, so iϋ is unmixed, since,
by hypothesis, the completions of R and ^~ have the same total
quotient ring.

COROLLARY 6.4. Let (R, M) be as in 6.3. Then R is unmixed
if and only if. there exists 0 Φ b e M each that ^~(bR) is a finite
R-algebra and, for each minimal prime divisor p of bR, depth
p = altitude R — 1 and R/p is unmixed.

Proof. If R is unmixed, then there exists 0 Φ b e M such that
^ r = jrψR) is a finite .β-algebra and ^/b^ is unmixed 6.3.
Therefore, by the one-to-one correspondence between the prime
divisors q of b^~ and the height one prime divisors p of bR 3.2.1,
for each minimal prime divisor p of bR, depth p = altitude R — 1
and R/p is unmixed (since ^~/q is a finite .β/p-algebra with the
same integral closure).

Conversely, it suffices to prove that ^~ = j^(bR) is such that
^/bS^ is unmixed, by 6.3. But this follows from the hypothesis
and the one-to-one correspondence mentioned above, since h^" is pure
height one 3.2.6.

REMARK 6.5. The proofs of 6.3 and 6.4 show that if R is un-
mixed, then for each b e M, <£ (J {q e Spec R; height q = 1 and R/q
isn't unmixed} (which is a finite set [1, 5.9], ̂ ~ — ̂ ~{bR) is a finite
S-algebra and ̂ ~/b<^~ is unmixed (in (6.3) and R/p is unmixed, for
all minimal prime divisors p of bR (in 6.4)).

There is a somewhat analogous characterization of a quasi-
unmixed local domain, as will now be shown. The author doesn't
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know if the quantifier in the condition in 6.6 can be replaced by
"there exists." (However, if it is assumed that R/p is unmixed
(rather than quasi-unmixed), for all height one prime ideals p in 22,
then this replacement can be made.)

PROPOSITION 6.6. Let (22, M) be a local domain. Then R is
quasi-unmixed if and only if, for all 0 Φ b e M, ^(bR) Q Rf (— the
integral closure of R) and, for each minimal prime divisor p of
bR, depth p = altitude R — 1 and R/p is quasi-unmixed.

Proof. If R is quasi-unmixed, then R{1) C 22' [9, Theorem 5.4],
so, for all 0 Φ b e M, ^(bR) £ R'. Also, for each height one prime
ideal p in 22, depth p = altitude R — 1 and R/p is quasi-unmixed
[6, 34.5].

For the converse, it may clearly be assumed that altitude R > 1.
Let £ be a minimal prime ideal in the completion 22* of R. Then,
since ^~(bR) Q Rr, for each 0 Φ b e M, there are no height one
maximal ideals in R' [15, Corollary 2.13], so depth z > 1 [8,
Proposition 3.5]. Also, there are at most a finite number of prime
ideals q in 22* such that zaq and height q/z = 1 < height q [4,
Theorem 1]. Let & be this set of prime ideals, so MR* & &>.
Therefore let 0 Φ b e M such that b £ \J {q Π R; q e ̂ } . Then there
exists a prime ideal p* in iϋ* such that (z, 6)i2* £ p* and height
p*/z = 1, so height p* = 1 (by the choice of b). Therefore p* is a
minimal prime divisor of 6i2*, so p* is a minimal prime divisor
of pR*, where p = p* n i?. Then height p = 1, so by hypothesis,
depth £>* = depth p = altitude 22 — 1, hence depth 3 = altitude R,
so iϋ is quasi-unmixed.

It is known [9, Theorem 5.3] that for a local domain R, R is
catenary and (R/pY1] is a finite ϋJ/p-algebra, for all 39 € Spec R if
and only if R/p is unmixed, for all p e Spec ϋ?. The following result
shows that a weaker condition than that in [9, Theorem 5.3] implies
that R/p is unmixed, for all p e Spec R.

THEOREM 6.7. Let (R, M) be a local domain. Then, for all
p e Spec R, R/p is unmixed if and only if the following condition
holds: R is catenary and, for all non-maximal p e Spec 22, there
exists 0 ̂  δ + p e M/p such that ^({b + p)(R/p)) is a finite R/p-
algebra.

Proof. Assume first that the condition holds. The proof that
each R/p is unmixed is by induction on n — altitude 22, and it may
clearly be assumed that n > 1. Also, the condition is inherited by
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each R/p, so it suffices to prove that R is unmixed. For this, with
b as in the condition for p = (0), ^(bR) is a finite jβ-algebra. Also,
for each minimal prime divisor p of bR, R/p is unmixed (by in-
duction). Therefore, since R is catenary, R is unmixed 6.4.

The converse follows immediately from [9, Theorem 5.3], since
p)(R/p)) £

The following result shows that a somewhat analogous condition
to that in 6.7 characterizes when R is unmixed.

THEOREM 6.8. Let (R, M) be a local ring such that n = altitude
R>0 and all prime divisors of zero are minimal. Then R is un-
mixed if and only if R satisfies the first chain condition (f.c.c.)
and there exists a system of parameters (s.o.p.) xlf , xn in R such
that the following condition holds for i = 0, 1, , n — 2: if q is a
minimal prime divisor of (xlf , Xi)R, then j7~((xi+1 + q)(R/q)) is a
finite R/q-algebra. (For i = 0, q is a minimal prime divisor of zero.)
Moreover, if R is unmixed, then, for each q e ^ = {q e Spec R; q is
a minimal prime divisor of (xί9 , xτ)R, for some i = 0, 1, , n),
R/q is unmixed.

Proof. Assume first that R is unmixed, so R satisfies the f.c.c.
[6, 34.6]. Let zί9 ---,zg be the (minimal) prime divisors of zero in
R. The existence of xί9 , xn will be shown by induction on n.
If n = 1, then there is nothing to prove, so assume that n > 1 and
the result holds for local rings of altitude n — 1. For each
i — 1, , g, Ui — {p e Spec R; zi a p, height p/z€ = 1, and R/p isn't
unmixed} is a finite set [1, 5.9]. Therefore let xxeM, £ \J {p; p e \J C7J.
Now, for i = 1, ••-,(/, R/zt is unmixed [5, Proposition 3], so
^'((x1 + zt)(B/zt)) is a finite iϋ/^-algebra 6-5. Also, for each minimal
prime divisor Q of (x1 + Zi)(B/Zi), (R/z^/Q is unmixed (by the choice
of b) and depth Q = depth zt - 1 = n - 1. Let Z = Π {P e Spec i2;
P is a minimal prime divisor of xjϋ}. Then JS/Z is unmixed [5,
Proposition 3] (since each (R/Z)/(P/Z) is unmixed and altitude
R/P = depth P/Z = n — 1 (since i2 satisfies the f.c.c.)), so by induc-
tion, let x2, , xn e M such that their residue classes modulo Z are
a s.o.p. in B/Z that satisfy the condition. Then it readily follows
that xιt -"txn is a s.o.p. in R which satisfy the condition.

Conversely, assume that R satisfies the f.c.c. and has a s.o.p.
which satisfy the condition. Then it will be shown by induction on
n that R is unmixed. If n = 1, then it is well known that R is
unmixed (since all prime divisors of zero are minimal), so assume
that n > 1. Let z19 •••, zg be the (minimal) prime divisors of zero
in R, and fix z = zt. Now, by hypothesis, ^r~((x1 + z){R/z)) is a finite
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lu/z-algebra and, for each minimal prime divisor Q of (xt + z)(R/z)r

depth Q = altitude Rjz — 1 = n — I. Further, (E/z)/Q is unmixed (by
induction on n, since (E/z)/Q satisfies the f.c.c. and the residue
classes of xi9 , xn are a s.o.p. which satisfy the condition). There-
fore R/z is unmixed 6.4 and depth z = altitude R (by the f.c.c), so
R is unmixed [5, Proposition 3].

Finally, let R be unmixed and g e ^ , say q is a minimal prime
divisor of (xlf •••, ̂ )i2. Then J2/# satisfies the f.c.c. and the residue
classes modulo q of xi+ί, •••,$» are a s.o.p. which satisfy the condi-
tion, so Rjq is unmixed (by what has already been proved, for
0 ^ i <; n — 2; and clearly for i — n — 1, ri).

The final result in this paper characterizes in an unmixed local
domain R when JB/(Rad bR) is unmixed. (This result is of some
interest, since it is still an open problem whether R/p is unmixed,
for all height one prime ideals p in an unmixed local domain R.)
For this characterization, we extend the definition of ^~(bA) to the
case of a Noetherian ring (with non-zero divisors of zero) as follows:
if b is a regular element in a Noetherian ring A, then ^~(bA) =
A[l/b] Π Aί8}, where S — A — U {p e Spec A; 6 e p and height 2? = 1}
and A m = {a/s; aeA and s is a regular element in S}. (If p eSpec A,
then let ACί)] = AίA_p].) (Most of the statements in 3.2 continue to
hold in this case, as is proved in the cited references.)

THEOREM 6.9. Let R be an unmixed semi-local domain, and let
0 ΦbeJ = the Jacobson radical of R. Then I2/(Rad bR) is unmixed
if and only if the completion of ^~(bR) is ^~(bR*), where iϋ* is
the completion of R.

Proof. Since R is unmixed, Ra) is a finite jB-algebra [9, Lemma
5.11], so ^(bB) is a finite iϊ-algebra, for each QΦbeJ. Fix
0 Φ b 6 J, and let ^ * be the completion of ^~ = ^(6i2). Then, as
will now be shown, j ^ ~ * £ ^"(6i2*) and J^(&JS*) ( 1 ^ = ^ where F
is the quotient field of R. Namely, it is readily seen that
i2*[l/6] Π F = JS[l/6], Also, for each minimal prime divisor p* of
612*, J2£* is a faithfully flat i2p-algebra [6, 19.2(3)], where p = p* Π i2
(so # is a minimal prime divisor of bR). Therefore R%*Γ)F = i?^ [6,
18.4], so it readily follows that i2*p ] Π JP = RP. Further, if q is a
minimal prime divisor of bR, then there exists a minimal prime
divisor g* of &i2* such that g* Π R = g [6, 18.11], hence Λ ^ Π ί7 = Rq.
Therefore ^~(bB*) Π F = ^~(bR), and so J?"* = JS*[JΠ S ^"(6JB*).

Now 6^^(612*) is pure height one 3.2.6, and ^(622*) is the
smallest ring A such that JK* Q A £ J2*' ( = the integral closure of
JS*) such that bA is pure height one. For, if bA is pure height
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one, then, with Sf = {p e Spec A bep and height p = 1} and U7r =
^ - U {PI P e S'}, A = A[l/δ] n Aεn (since if α e A[l/6] Π A ^ , then
x = α/δ\ for some α e A and k ^ 1, and αeί> fcA[ ίΓ] f l i = δfeA, so
xe A; and the opposite conclusion is clear). Also, if p e S', then
p Π R* is a height one prime divisor of 6i2* (since R is unmixed
implies that height p P R* = height p). Therefore, with S = {p* e
Specft*; bep* and height p* = 1}, JΠδi?*) = B*[l/b] P Bfa Q A,
where U = E* - U to*; ί>* € S}.

Therefore, since ^ ~ * £ ^"(δJS*), b^7~* is pure height one if and
only if ^ * = ^~(bB*). Also, since ^ is unmixed (since R is), 6 ^ *
is pure height one if and only if every prime divisor of b^~* has
depth = altitude 72 — 1 if and only if j7~/bj7~ is unmixed if and
only if i2/(Rad bB) is unmixed (as in the first paragraph of the proof
of 6.4, since a semi-local ring L is unmixed if and only if, for
each prime divisor z of zero in L, depth z = altitude L and Ljz is
unmixed).
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